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Prosperity Meditation:
A Mantra of Commitment

Posture: Sit in Easy Pose,1 with a straight spine. Push the lower back in so it is not
bent back. The hands are resting in Gyan Mudra.2
Mantra: %EH+YVE]2EQIL¯I bow to the primal wisdom
.YKEEH+YVE]2EQIL¯I bow to the wisdom true through the ages
7EX+YVE]2EQIL¯ I bow to the true wisdom
7MVM+YVY(IZE]2EQIL¯I bow to the great unseen wisdom
This is a mantra3 for protection that will uphold your commitment. Feel the energy
around you as you chant:
%EH+YVE]2EQIL to the left of you
.YKEEH+YVE]2EQIL behind you
7EX+YVE]2EQIL to the right of you
7MVM+YVY(IZE]2EQIL in front of you

Yogi Bhajan’s
comments:
When a person is weak, his
four sides are unguarded. The
-R½RMXI WXERHW SR XLI PIJX WMHI
of you—that is the heart side.
Time stands behind you, so time
supports you. The truth of the
now stands on your right side;
it means your action stands as
]SY 8LI +VIEX -R½RMXI +YVY1
stands before you.
Just imagine what a powerful mantra it is, if you properly
maneuver your mind and channel the energy and see how this
is happening around you. Sit in
the center of it and then chant
this mantra and be in the light
of it. Man has a great power to
still himself, that is the highest
protection of the man. When a
man stops and does not move,
then the entire universe around
him moves to help him.
1 Literally “that which takes you from
darkness to light” or “teacher”

Time: 2SXMQIJSVXLMWQIHMXEXMSR[EWWTIGM½IH/6-4 suggests 3 – 11 minutes.
1 A comfortable cross-legged sitting position
 8LIXMTWSJXLIXLYQFWERHMRHI\½RKIVWXSYGLERHXLIVIWXSJXLI½RKIVWEVIWXVEMKLXEGXMZEXIWXLI[MWdom and knowledge areas of the brain
3 A syllable or combination of syllables that help focus the mind
4 Kundalini Yoga Research Institute (KRI) preserves the accuracy of the teachings of Yogi Bhajan
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